Investigative Journalism
Investigative journalism is a form of journalism in which reporters deeply investigate a single topic of
interest, such as serious crimes, political corruption, or corporate wrongdoing. An investigative journalist
may spend months or years researching and preparing a report. Investigative journalism is a primary
source of information. Most investigative journalism is conducted by newspapers, wire services, and
freelance journalists. Practitioners sometimes use the terms "watchdog journalism" (though that has a
broader meaning) or "accountability reporting." Wikipedia
Watchdog Journalism
Watchdog journalism informs the public about goings-on in institutions and society, especially in
circumstances where a significant portion of the public would demand changes in response. This might
involve:
•
•
•
•

Fact-checking statements of public officials
Interviewing public figures and challenging them with problems or concerns
Beat reporting to gather information from meetings members of the public might not otherwise
attend, and to observe "on the ground" in broader society
Investigative journalism, which involves information-gathering on a single story for a long period
of time.

Like a literal guard dog that barks when it notices an intruder, a "watchdog" role involves alerting others
when a problem like is detected. Common subjects are the government decision-making process, illegal
activity, immorality, consumer protection issues, and environmental degradation. Wikipedia
Collaborative Journalism
Collaborative journalism is a mode of journalism where multiple reporters or news organizations, without
affiliation to a common parent organization, report on and contribute news items to a news story
together. It is practiced by both professional and amateur reporters.
Collaborative journalism involves the aggregation of information from numerous individuals or
organizations into a single news story. Information is gathered through research or reporting, or added
when readers examine, comment and build upon existing stories. Stories from the mainstream media are
often built upon. Depending on the system of collaboration, individuals may also provide feedback or
vote on whether an article is newsworthy. A single collaborative news story, therefore, may encompass
multiple authors, varying articles, and ranged perspectives.
Collaborative journalists either contribute directly to stories, sometimes through a wiki-style collaboration
platform, or build upon the story externally, often through personal blogs. Collaborative journalists
develop or examine a story one piece at a time. Wikipedia
Primary Sources
Primary sources are original materials that have not been altered or distorted in any way.[1] Information
for which the writer has no personal knowledge is not primary, although it may be used by historians in
the absence of a primary source. In the study of history as an academic discipline, a primary source
(also called original source or evidence) is an artifact, a document, a recording, or other source of
information that was created at the time under study. It serves as an original source of information about
the topic. Wikipedia (October 2014)

